IEEE AESS Officers Strategic Planning Meeting (SPM)
Thursday, May 2, 2013
Novotel, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
Red Experience Room
9:00 am – 5:00 pm

A Buffet Breakfast will be served in the Trio Restaurant beginning at 6:30 am. Fit your time schedule.

1:00 pm  Call to Order                  Hugh Griffiths

1:00 pm – 1:30 pm  Review of AESS Strategic Plan  Bob Rassa

Officers discuss your portion of the Strategic Plan, what you are presenting to the BoG including any motions.

1:30 – 2:00  Conferences – Iram Weinstein
2:00 – 2:30  Education – Joe Fabrizio
2:30 – 3:00  Finance – Mark Davis and Ron Ogan
3:00 – 3:30  Industry Relations – Alfonso Farina
3:30 – 4:00  Break and Photo
4:00 – 4:30  Technical Operations – Roger Oliva
4:30 – 5:00  Publications – Peter Willett
5:00 – 5:30  Membership – Larry Chasteen

5:30 pm: Adjourn

Dinner on your own.